
Definition

· A setNCRR iscalled a null setiffor any

920, there
exists a countable collection (Can, bulls of

open
intervals such that NC Ean,br) and

Elbr-an) <E.

· A property (P) holds almost everywhere it and only if

IP) holds for all XEIRIN where I isa mull set.

Ruk:We can replace the open
intervals in the definition

by closedintervals since can, but Yan, but alani, but,

Example

Any countable set is
a will set.

Pf:Write E =3xn3E.
Take am, bu)= (4-, 4rt)with a's.

Then by-ap=
0

Thus =
E, b-e 2 Ik =9'< E.



Proposition
Let f be anonnegative real function on Ia, b1.

IffeRia,b1 and (2) = 0, then to almost

everywhere.

Lemma

A countable union ofwall sets isstill a will set.

Pf:Let CEnIbe a countable collection of

mull sets.

Fix E 30.

For any YEI,
since En is a well set,

there exists a countable collection (Inkin of

open
intervals such that En Ink and

/In,b)<
Now consider the collection ofintervals

(Inklin. It isstill a countable

collection. (1050 Exercise!)



Moreover EEnc In and

In,) =Enkl =E

-

Pf ofproposition:

We wishto show (xtn, b1:fexsto) is a well

set. Since of is nonnegative, it is equivalent

to show 3xzta,b): f(x) > o) is a null set.

Note that 3xx[a,b1:f(xx <0) =E,xeTa,b):fexx>S (AP)

By hemma, itsuffices to show for any nex,

(xG[a,b1:fexs> ti) isa null set.

Actually, we can show E = Ixta,b):fixx > c) is

a will set for any c>0.

Suppose E isnot a mull set.

Then there exists so so such that for
any

countable collection (SIE ofclosedintervals
↑

by Rock below Def



satisfying ECJR, we have 13R1> so.
Pick any partition P=(xo, x,

...,xn) of[a, b1

Let I =[X-1, X12

Since E=[a,b1, UIn >E.1:EpEF4

Then I (In) > do
k: [k1E7

UCf;P) =sup(fex:xe[x- 1, xx-)) (xx - xx -1)
= I sup(fexs:x= [xx-, Xx-7)(xx -xx -1)k:21E=4

+ InEtpdMP 3f(x):xt[x,X11) (X - X12-1)

7If non-negative) pE=pSMP [fex):xE [N2, X119(Yx - xx -1)

<def of EC -C EimEtpY-xer)
7 220 >0.

Since for any partition i ofLa, by

W(iP) > 220 where c, are independent of P,

then WIth > 290>0.



ButWH) =St =0

Contradiction!

Let f be nonnegative boundedreal function.

Is (at =0 equivalent to t =0 a.e.?

In Riemann Integral setting, the answer isno.

Example: f(x) =31,x=&1T0, 11,
0, xt&'1 [o,1.

Since & iscountable, thus a well set,

f =0 almosteverywhere.
But U14) = 1 F0 =(s) by density of

RandR. Therefore, f(RIO. 11.

However, in Lebesque Integral setting,

17 =

0 E) f =0 a.e.

for nonnegative fo

This is a reason for the development of LebesqueIntegral


